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Pricing + Availability

We only book a limited number of weddings each year so that we are able

to give the creativity and attention that each client deserves.

 

OUR BASIC PACKAGE STARTS AT $2500 AND INCLUDES:

Up to 12 hours of coverage 

One shooter using a Canon 5D Mark II and using 2 addl HD cameras for coverage of the ceremony

Wireless sound recording of ceremony & toasts

A feature film approximately 10-20 minutes in length

A trailer approximately 2-4 minutes in length

Guaranteed delivery in less than 12 weeks

Thumb drive with with the feature film + trailer in both full resolution size as well as an HD version suitable for online streaming

A LA CARTE OPTIONS

Second Shooter ($500):  This is our most popular add on.  A second shooter allows for a longer feature film and significantly more coverage of

the ceremony, toasts and the day in general.  The first shooter will usually stay with the bride and a second shooter allows for filming of the

groom's preparation as well as setup of the venue.

Fully Edited Ceremony Film ($200):  The feature film will include selected moments from the ceremony, but if you'd like to see & hear the entire

ceremony from start to finish, edited together with multiple camera angles + with music, then we recommend this add on.

Separate Files for the Toast ($50): The feature film will include moments from the toasts, but if you'd like to see all the toasts so you'll remember

their words of wisdom for decades, we recommend this add on.

Additional Coverage ($75/hr): If you need more than 12 hours of coverage for your day, we're always flexible.  This can be arranged ahead of time

or adjusted on the day.

Location Wedding (Negotiable):  We are based in Atlanta, GA but are happy to travel anywhere in the world.
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